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The autocar on 11th October in the restoration shed.

(Alan Chandler)
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November 2017
Welcome to the 33rd issue of our newsletter. Again, a lengthy report of the
good progress the team at Embsay and elsewhere are making. Many thanks to
Alan Chandler for taking most of the photos.
We also have an interesting suggestion made by one of our ‘country’ members,
about celebrating an anniversary of the autocar in 2024.
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New members
A warm welcome to Mr. N Crombie of Kidlington and Mr. I Thwaites of Sale.
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton
Firstly, a huge thank you to the regular volunteers who have persevered
relentlessly while I have been involved in a six month restoration that will be
featured on TV early in the New Year. My guilt was tempered by the fact that
most of the recent autocar work was metal/technical and these are not my
strengths.
While the autocar is nearing completion, it is amazing the level of precision and
thought that has to go in to what initially seems a simple job. While a floor and
roof are easy for a carriage, fitting these around an engine in a powered vehicle
is a real skill. Metal floor panels have to be cut to shape and the wood floor
bearers set on rubber are machined to a millimetre to fit beneath the control
desk. The join between the metal and wood roof has to be watertight. There is
also the metalwork above the engine, with open louvres to the sides, sealed
from the open compartment, all designed in 3D for precision manufacture of
components. We are lucky to have a talented band able to do this demanding
work.
We are likely to run into the New Year, as the jacks in Embsay’s three road shed
are not yet available. The autocar needs a little packing under one bogie centre
casting and the autocoach requires air brakes fitting to become dual braked.
There are also fantastic contributions coming from those we seldom meet in
the workshops. Your donations and expressions of support mean so much and
are truly helping this complex, unique project come to completion. Thank you.
Incidentally, the latest edition of the Guinness Book of Records has just been
published and this project is featured under ‘Railways’. (Page 203)
Have a good Christmas and Happy New Year.

Opposite: Stephen painting the steel roof spacers.
Mick needle-gunning the engine-room framework.
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Progress Report
Steve Hoather
Photos by Alan Chandler
My last report in issue 32 was written during the summer, towards the end of
an intensive period of work by the small band of volunteers at Embsay. At that
time we were still hoping to have the autocar finished at the end of this year,
which meant having the body ready for external painting before the weather
turned colder. Soon after this, a combination of holidays, a hospital visit for a
planned procedure and various other reasons meant that for several weeks
none of us were able to come to Embsay on the regular Thursdays. Then, when
the full team resumed, Colin had an unfortunate accident when he slipped off a
stepladder and fell on his back and suffered a leg injury: he was taken by
ambulance to Airedale hospital in Skipton. After a slow start, he now seems to
be making good progress and we wish him well.
Work at Embsay over the last few months has been concentrated on the front
end panelling, engine room floor and saloon seat assembly. The photo in the
last newsletter showed the framing at the engine end of the body, which
needed major repairs. The cab desk is hard up against the end framing because
space is tight at this end (in order to allow wheelchair access from the external
doors to the saloon), so we decided to make the centre section of the panelling
removable to give access to the back of the cab desk if needed - there are
several air pipe connections that would otherwise have been inaccessible.
Geoff and Alan designed a system which involved fitting the tongue and
grooved boarding to the steel collision panel, and then clipping the whole
assembly to the body. The photo opposite shows the removable centre panel in
place. This will be further reinforced by the centre lamp bracket just below the
windows, and it will not be apparent from the outside that the panel is
removable.
Alan and I continued work on the engine room floor. The panels along the sides
of the engine were fairly simple, but the cab desk area was much more
complicated. There are some hexagonal unions in the air pipes near the driver’s
seat which meant the floor level had to be raised slightly to clear these, but the
steel panels need to tuck under the desk so that the desk front covers can be
removed, and this in turn meant raising the desk by about 10mm. We decided
6

Insert opposite: Headstock assemblies for the autocoach (braking & electrical equipment, see p 14). (SH).

Newsletter Back Issues available:
Numbers 7, 9, 11. £1.50 each
Numbers 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 30, 31, 32. £2.50 each. P&P at cost.
Available from the editor. Embsay station bookshop also has some newsletters.
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to make the cab floor in two sections, split longitudinally under the driver’s seat
(which is actually mounted on the end of the engine housing), along the line of
the cutout for the DSD pedal (‘deadman’s pedal’), however, there was
considerable doubt as to whether we would be able to slide in the steel panel
in the confined space – as these are very heavy we did not want to have to
keep taking them in and out to trim to the exact size! We therefore bought two
sheets of hardboard, cut them to size and used them as templates, and they
proved invaluable as several attempts were necessary before we had them cut
to a size where they could slide under the desk.
The next three photos (taken from a similar orientation) show the progression
of this, firstly, with the timber framework in place.

Opposite (top) shows the right hand steel plate fitted and the supports for the
left side — and then the almost complete floor with the DSD pedal in place. The
area in front of the pedal needs finishing. The cab desk is on the left and the
problematic hexagonal unions are near the bottom left of the top photo.
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The steel frames for the seats were made some years ago – we borrowed one
from Crich Tramway Museum to use as a pattern. The seats are of the ‘tip over’
type so common on trams, but when we assembled the first pair of frames to
the seat cushion and back, we found there was very little lateral strength, so
Geoff designed a bracing strut to fit between the two frames and bolt to the
floor. He also designed a jig to aid assembly, and this is shown below.

Opposite, Geoff and Dave having a rest after all their hard work (sorry, I should
have said they were testing the seat!) and a seat (without the stabilising frame)
placed in the saloon – note that the Marmoleum (lino) has now been laid.

‘Situations Vacant’:
Practical, skilled people to work on restoring the autocar at Embsay.
A fundraiser, both to solicit donations and to generate finance through sales.
A researcher, to seek out historical information about the autocars.
If you can help with any of these roles, do please contact us.
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As soon as the engine room floor was in place, we were able to position stepladders to gain access to the roof above the engine and were disappointed to
find that although the steel framing had been painted with red oxide primer
some years ago when the restoration started, much of this was starting to flake
off. We have therefore decided to clean this off with a needle gun and repaint
the framing with a rust inhibiting paint and to do this we will need to protect
the engine housing as well as the desk with tarpaulins and polythene sheeting.
We also need to design and fit a plenum chamber to enclose the warm air
which is expelled upwards from the engine and direct it through the louvres in
the sides of the clerestory. This needs to be made of steel, so that if a fire
breaks out in the engine, any smoke and flames are contained within the chamber and exit through the louvres. This is probably our most challenging design
issue at Embsay yet, but Alan has now finished drawing the new metalwork and
we expect to order it shortly. The 3D CAD view below shows the roof with the
new plenum chamber steelwork shown in yellow and existing steelwork in red.

Opposite, two views of the roof framework.
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Meanwhile, back at Loughborough, Dave Moore has been continuing work on
the cab desk for the second end of the power car. This is nearly complete, and
can be seen in the photo below. This desk is simpler than the first one, since it
does not need some of the DSD valves – the one at the opposite end is fed
from both cabs. He has also made all the headstock assemblies for the trailer
coach – air cock supports and jumper assemblies (photo on page seven).
Meanwhile, Don Carter has nearly finished the drawings for the cylinder and
reservoir mountings, and is awaiting some final measurements once some
badly worn pins and bushes in the handbrake linkage have been renewed. The
layout of the air brake conversion is shown opposite, superimposed on part of
the original NER drawing. The remaining parts are being made by the GCR at
Loughborough, with the intention of supplying them as kits of parts to Embsay,
so that they can be fitted when the jacks become available to lift this vehicle.
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A metalwork miscellany to end with, clockwise from below:
Roof panel cleaning by Steve Hoather, more panel cleaning by Dave, Alan
working on a floor panel and Dave filing sharp edges off a seat component.
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Letters
Dear Sir,
Another seven years will see us get to 2024 - and the 120th anniversary of the
entry into service of the two autocars, one being used on a Scarborough - Filey
service.
Maybe I’m raising points which have already been considered but it would be a
very noteworthy achievement to celebrate that milestone by working a
Scarborough - Filey shuttle service for a week or month in the summer of 2024.
The publicity for the Trust, BR (Big Railway), plus various town district and
county councils would surely be beneficial all round. This may appear to be just
a pipe-dream, but stranger things have happened: the GWR steam railmotor
working the Looe branch and even more incredibly, the working of woodenbodied steam hauled trains on the London Underground.
Seven years is, on the face of it, a long way off, but in that time 3170’s engine
and transmission system will be nicely run-in and the inevitable glitches worked
out. Operators and maintenance staff should be thoroughly familiar with all the
little idiosyncrasies which are bound to arise, so problems with running it should
be minimal. Operationally, overnight accommodation in Scarborough station
should be available.
There are few places in the British Isles where railway vehicles work the same
services they did 120 years before (the Isle of Man and Welsh narrow gauge
lines being exceptions) so a return by the autocar to the ‘Brid Branch’ would be
a truly rare opportunity; seven years should give enough time to consider the
problems and how they may be overcome.
Another possibility is a period of display in the National Railway Museum: I
reckon there are more original bits on 3170 than on ‘Flying Scotsman’…
Anyway, just a couple of thoughts which I hope are worthy of consideration.
Yours,
Martin Barker, Hull. (Life member).
Stephen Middleton replied, “Worth having a try!”
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Thirteenth Annual General Meeting of the NER 1903 Electric Autocar Trust
will be held on Saturday 20th January 2018, starting at 14:00 at Embsay station.
AGENDA
Apologies for absence.
Minutes of the Twelfth Annual General Meeting.
Matters arising.
Chairman’s Report on activities during the year.
Treasurer’s report and presentation of accounts for the financial year
2016-17.
Membership Secretary’s report.
Publicity Officer’s report.
Project Engineer’s report.
Project Manager’s report.
Election of Trustees and Committee members.
Retiring by rotation:
Stephen Middleton Chairman and Trustee (willing to re-stand)
Alan Chandler as Trustee (willing to re-stand)
Dave Cullingworth Secretary and Trustee (willing to re-stand)
Election of Auditor
Any other business.
Secretary:
D.Cullingworth
29 Beckett Close
Nawton
York
YO62 7SB
01439 771758 (dcull641@gmail.com)
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A 3mm scale autocar

At the end of October, the Trust’s publicity stand attended the Leeds model
railway exhibition. Nearby was a 3mm (TT) scale layout, Everingham, depicting
a fictitious North Eastern Railway station. Among the assorted steam engines
and carriages was a familiar shape…
This model was built by Alan Smith of the Leeds Model Railway Society,
currently celebrating its 70th anniversary. He used a scratch-aid kit produced
by Allen Doherty of Worsley Works. Allen originally released a 4mm scale kit,
followed by 2mm and 3mm scale versions.
This ‘scratch-aid’ kit is for the later body type and is accurate for the period
1908 – 1931. Alan finished his model in LNER livery to fit with his other 3mm
models — relatively unusual as most models in 4mm and 7mm scales I’ve seen
or heard about are painted in NER red and ivory.
The kit contains brass etch pieces (for the floor, sides, ends and clerestory
section) but lacks castings, glazing and wire, as well as the usual omissions of
wheels, paint and transfers.
For further details, Worsley Works web-site is: www.worsleyworks.co.uk
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